Abstract
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Although eradication of weapons of mass destruction is the main reason for perpetuating the sanctions, other objectives have also been stated in the Security Council's sanctions resolutions (e.g., compensating those injured by Iraq's attack on Kuwait). The goals of ending repression of minorities within Iraq and opening channels for political dialogue are not mentioned in the sanctions resolutions but are found elsewhere (Resolution 688 of 5 April 1991). High-level US officials during the 1990s affirmed an objective of achieving a regime change within Iraq, but the Security Council never endorsed this goal. On the multiple objectives of the Iraq sanctions, see generally L. F. Damrosch, 'Enforcing International Law through Non-Forcible Measures', 269 RdC (1997) 9, at 108-121. In the author's opinion, the objectives with respect to weapons of mass destruction are the only real justification for maintaining major sanctions a decade later. peace from Iraq's capabilities in respect of weapons of mass destruction (WMD). 1 We can begin with the proposition that the five permanent members of the Security Council form the core of an enforcement system to apply significant power against the threat to peace represented by the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction. 2 We can then ask whether the application of sanctions against Iraq for non-proliferation purposes has strengthened or weakened the systemic foundations of international law, in both normative and enforcement aspects.
Even though several of the Permanent Five had close security or economic links with Iraq in the 1980s, their unity in 1990-1991 extended to the adoption of the ceasefire resolution (Resolution 687, 3 April 1991), with its ambitious programme of disarmament and demilitarization. In respect of determination to eradicate weapons of mass destruction in Iraq, as 'steps towards the goal of establishing in the Middle East a zone free from weapons of mass destruction and all missiles for their delivery and the objective of a global ban on chemical weapons' (Resolution 687, para. 14), the sanctions regime against Iraq is one piece of a larger pattern of commonality of interest among the five declared nuclear-weapons states to block the spread of weapons of mass destruction. Those five states, despite their rivalries and divergent security imperatives, have transcended their differences in order to create and consolidate a set of overlapping non-proliferation regimes, and they must continue to do so.
The place for the United States in the non-proliferation system is unique. Alone among the Permanent Five, the United States has the leverage and the commitment to attach serious negative consequences to deviations from non-proliferation norms, or to reward compliance. Other permanent members (or indeed other states or non-state actors) may practise corresponding policies of applying sanctions or inducements for non-proliferation purposes; but no other international actor compares to the United States in the degree of economic power at its disposal or in the willingness to use it. US policies within the Security Council reflect an overriding imperative to make non-proliferation a cornerstone of security policy. Although the application of this policy may not always appear to be perfectly consistent, non-proliferation is at the 3 Even in these instrumental terms, I would join with those who perceive the Iraq sanctions as effective rather than ineffective. US officials have stated that without the Resolution 687 regime, Iraq would almost surely have acquired operational nuclear weapons in the 1990s. The denial to Iraq of this capacity would seem to warrant characterization of the sanctions programme as at least a partial success and a significant gain for regional and global security. See also infra note 11. Nations (1990) , at 143-144 ('consistency requires that "likes be treated alike" while coherence requires that distinctions in the treatment of "likes" be justifiable in principled terms') (emphasis in original).
very least a strong factor in the shaping of US decisions with respect to both unilateral sanctions and multilateral decision-making in the Security Council and other bodies.
In a symposium on international law, our focus should include somewhat different issues from those that may preoccupy other gatherings about Iraq, or about sanctions, or about non-proliferation. Many authors view the problem of the sanctions against Iraq as a matter of devising the proper mix of strategies to achieve a given set of policy objectives, which include non-proliferation goals as well as others (security in the Middle East, alleviation of the plight of vulnerable populations within Iraq, and so on). Much discourse about sanctions addresses whether measures of economic denial can be effective in achieving specified objectives, such as non-proliferation, or whether other policy tools might be preferable. In these merely instrumental terms, many have characterized the decade of measures against Iraq as a 'failed policy', since weapons of mass destruction have not been completely extirpated from Iraq and Saddam Hussein still retains the potential to unleash germ warfare or some other horrible threat.
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There are also those who would find in the Iraq experience corroboration for a hypothesis that rewards ('carrots') are more suitable than punishments ('sticks') for achieving a difficult and complex purpose like reining in the military uses of nuclear or chemical technology. 4 To be sure, international lawyers are concerned with all these problems no less than our colleagues in other disciplines. But we need to add a concern for the systemic implications if lawbreaking is not punished or if lawbreakers can wait out the community's patience and perhaps even benefit from international responses to violations. This paper focuses on the law enforcement dimension of the Iraq sanctions, with special attention to the interface between international law and institutions on the one hand, and US domestic law on the other, in respect of economic sanctions against Iraq for non-proliferation purposes. A key question to ask about any legal system is whether it functions in a principled manner, in the dual sense of corresponding to fundamental normative principles and of treating like cases alike. 5 The principle of restraining the spread of weapons of mass destruction is a fundamental norm in the first of these senses; it is affirmed in multilateral treaties of widespread adherence, in the case law of the International Court of Justice, and in the national law of the United States. (See text at notes 13-54 below.) But has the international community applied 6 Compare Sick, 'Rethinking Dual Containment', 40 Survival (Spring 1998) 5. Sick, who is concerned with setting optimal directions for US policies towards Iraq and its region, writes critically of the pitfalls of overemphasis on consistency:
Consistency in foreign policy is often deemed a virtue. It provides clearly articulated and reliable signposts for friends and foes alike in the formation of their own policies; . . . and it creates a dependable set of rules for government officials who must apply those rules in a variety of circumstances. Consistency creates an image of steadfastness and constancy that is prized both by statemen and editorial writers. Consistency, however, is not to be valued when it perpetuates a failing policy, when it inhibits policy-makers from recognising and acknowledging changed circumstances, when it obscures a turning-point as policy costs begin to outweigh benefits or when it stifles creativity and thereby leads to missed opportunities. In these conditions, consistency is merely another word for obstinate denial, and the price for being consistent can be high. (Ibid, at 5). In Sick's view, the United States should have shifted some years ago to a more flexible and subtle approach toward the Persian Gulf states. The Chayeses have asserted: 'If we are correct that the principal source of noncompliance is not willful disobedience but the lack of capability or clarity or priority, then coercive enforcement is as misguided as it is costly.' Ibid, at 22. this norm in a principled manner, in the second sense of responding consistently when violations occur?
6 Is the prolonged application of sanctions to Iraq out of line with the responses to other proliferation episodes? Has the United States itself applied a coherent policy with respect to serious proliferation threats?
To address these questions, we may first establish the normative framework under which restraint of weapons of mass destruction is not simply a policy preference but a legal obligation rooted in widely-ratified treaties and in general international law. The Permanent Members should be more than passive parties to the non-proliferation regimes: they should actively enforce the norms by sanctioning violators and should work collaboratively to do so through the Security Council and other multilateral processes. After surveying the general framework of multilateral non-proliferation regimes, the paper turns to the aspects of US law relevant to the imposition of non-proliferation sanctions, not just against Iraq but also against other violators. The Iraq sanctions are then compared to other proliferation cases where unilateral (US) or concerted multilateral sanctions have been an available enforcement tool (whether or not actually applied) in the decade of the Iraq sanctions.
My stance is in favour of an 'enforcement perspective' on the non-proliferation aspect of the Iraq sanctions. We may distinguish this perspective from the 'compliance perspective' elaborated in the leading work of Abram and Antonia Chayes. 7 The Chayeses have contended that efforts to devise and implement international enforcement regimes are typically ineffectual or even counter-productive, and that resources misallocated to coercive sanctions would be better spent on attempting to change behaviour through supportive, 'managerial' strategies.
8 With non-proliferation regimes as one illustration of their compliance theory, they point out both the strengths and the weaknesses of the inspection programmes of the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). They acknowledge that Iraq was able to circumvent the IAEA's inspection procedure before 1991 and thereby mount an extensive nuclear weapons programme. This programme was uncovered and interrupted not by the Ibid, at 54-57. Of the eight demands, two relate to weapons of mass destruction. Concerning elimination of nuclear weapons capabilities, the study asserts that that objective was fully achieved (citing the IAEA's certification of no remaining nuclear weapons capabilities). Concerning monitoring and dismantlement of chemical and biological weapons of mass destruction and ballistic missiles, the study finds partial compliance through UNSCOM's efforts, though 'unanswered questions remain on biological capabilities and other issues.' Ibid, at 55 Another contribution to our understanding of the systemic implications of the Iraq measures is the elaboration of a 'bargaining model' as contrasted to a 'punishment model' of international sanctions. 10 In a study of a dozen UN sanctions programmes of the 1990s, including the Iraq case, David Cortwright and George Lopez conclude that sanctions work best when the target can expect a reciprocal easing of sanctions as a reward for making progress toward international demands. Their study estimates that Iraq has complied fully or partly with seven out of eight of the Security Council demands under Resolution 687, and thus they contend that at least a partial easing of sanctions pressure would have been warranted. 11 The 'unyielding position of the United States' thwarted a serious dialogue with Iraq, removed any incentive for Iraq to make further concessions, split the Permanent Five, and 'generat[ed] a political backlash not only against the policy in Iraq but against sanctions in general'. 12 As with the Chayes' compliance model, the bargaining model offers important insights but does not resolve the problem at the heart of the Iraq case. Arguably, there should be little or no room for bargaining over the terms of ending a violation of fundamental international norms, such as restraints on weapons of mass destruction.
As other contributions to this symposium deal with arms control and the UNSCOM experience, it is not necessary to elaborate those aspects here. My concerns are to establish (1) that the principle of non-proliferation of weapons of mass destruction is well-grounded in international law, applicable in general and to Iraq in particular, with a special role for Security Council enforcement, (2) that United States law on non-proliferation sets a framework for applying sanctions in response to violations, with a preference for acting through the Security Council and other multilateral processes (but if necessary on a unilateral basis), and with a presumption that such sanctions should indeed be applied, and (3) that sanctions practice concerning actual or potential proliferators suggests an incipient pattern of potential Security Council enforcement against violations. The Iraq case is thus both unique and precedentialunique because of the nature of Iraq's violations from within the relevant legal regimes, and precedential because of the significance of the Security Council's response in signalling to all potential violators that serious collective sanctions will follow the breach of non-proliferation obligations.
Norms Restricting Weapons of Mass Destruction and the Security Council's Enforcement Role
Resolution 687 (3 April 1991, preamble and paragraphs 7-14) takes note of the treaty norms that Iraq had already accepted as of the time that the Security Council mandated specific obligations of demilitarization and disarmament unique to Iraq. Relevant treaties and treaty partners include:
• Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons, In view of the widespread participation in these normative multilateral treaties, including in each case all the Permanent Members, it is fair to say that they reflect a norm of general international law restraining weapons of mass destruction and requiring cooperation in restricting their proliferation. The normative framework is It is also debated whether the nuclear-weapons states have carried out in good faith their part of the NPT 'bargain', namely to negotiate in good faith and bring to a conclusion negotiations for complete nuclear disarmament. (NPT, Art. VI.) See, e.g., Thakur, 'Envisioning Nuclear Futures', 31 Security Dialogue (2000) 25, at 27-28, 31, 35 (arguing that an anti-nuclear norm should be universal but that the nuclear-weapons states are hypocritcal in insisting that others comply with it while not relinquishing their own nuclear weapons).
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Cf. the responses to the Indian and Pakistani tests of 1998 (see below): neither of those states had ever become party to the NPT. In the case of North Korea (see below), a 'bargaining model' or a preference of inducements over sanctions could be justifiable to alter the calculus of a state party that was prepared to invoke its treaty right to withdraw from the NPT and the IAEA safeguards system. still incomplete and the systems for implementation and enforcement still imperfect, especially with respect to biological weapons. 21 But the Security Council has frequently affirmed the centrality of its own role in addressing threats to peace from weapons of mass destruction.
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In the context of the Advisory Opinion on Legality of the Threat or Use of Nuclear Weapons, issued by the International Court of Justice, 23 as well as in connection with the Indian and Pakistani nuclear tests of 1998, it has been debated whether a nuclear non-proliferation norm could be a rule of general international law. The differential position of the nuclear-weapons and non-nuclear-weapons states under the NonProliferation Treaty and in state practice arguably undercuts the idea that any norm of general applicability could have come into existence. 24 This debate need not be resolved here; it is enough to invoke the pattern of treaty participation as indicative of general acceptance of an obligation on the part of the overwhelming majority of states of the world -including Iraq -not to acquire weapons of mass destruction, and on the part of the five declared nuclear-weapons states to cooperate in enforcing non-proliferation norms. This enforcement obligation is especially pertinent in the case of states like Iraq that have clearly accepted non-proliferation norms by treaty and have never signalled formal renunciation.
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The sanctioning system under the regimes to restrain weapons of mass destruction is imperfect but not irrelevant. The Permanent Five ought to be the leaders in promoting compliance with non-proliferation obligations and in enforcing the norms when compliance fails. The regimes differ in the details of their mechanisms for 26 The Chayes compliance model is helpful here. The Chayeses point out that compliance failures are often attributable not to wilful misconduct, but to shortcomings in the capabilities of parties to carry out their obligations. If this is the correct diagnosis, the Chayeses would prescribe not coercive sanctions, but rather supportive measures to facilitate compliance. See, e.g., Soviet Nuclear Threat Reduction Act of 1991, codified at 22 U.S.C. § 2551 note (on assistance to Soviet Union and successor republics in destroying nuclear and other weapons); provisions on non-proliferation and disarmament programmes and activities for the former Soviet Union, codified at 22 U.S.C. § § 5851-5874, and on demilitarization of the former Soviet Union and cooperative threat reduction, codified at 22 U.S.C. § § 5901-5958. The assistance is popularly known as the Nunn-Lugar programme, after its principal sponsors in the US Senate. implementation and enforcement, but they converge on the proposition that non-compliance should entail consequences, sometimes quite serious ones.
A first-order obligation is, of course, that each party should ensure its own compliance with the primary norm. Unfortunately, some of the Permanent Five have serious compliance problems of their own -not because of rejection of the basic norm or a lack of good faith in endeavouring to carry it out, but arguably because of the inability of the central authorities to control conduct emanating from their territories or carried on by their nationals. 26 In the decade since the Iraq sanctions went into effect, Russia has become a proliferation nightmare. 27 Important objectives of US policy include supporting Russia in controlling 'loose nukes'; 28 indeed, the United States has devoted substantial material resources toward this end. 29 Preventing the transfer of nuclear material from Russia (or other ex-Soviet states) to Iraq is a high priority. 30 In the case of China, there is concern that prohibited items under the UN sanctions regime may have reached Iraq from Chinese sources. 31 China has insisted that it is in full compliance with the sanctions. The problems may be ones of ambiguity in the coverage of the regime, or inability to control ultimate use of Chinese-origin goods or technology, rather than of deliberate activities on China's part. These difficulties affect the extent of some Permanent Members' compliance with their own non-proliferation obligations, wholly apart from other considerations bearing on their willingness to participate in enforcing other states' obligations (such as their economic interests in Iraq).
The 
Provisions on WMD Sanctions in US Law
In the provisions of US law concerning weapons of mass destruction, we see the gradual evolution of a system for applying sanctions against violators. Iraq is not an isolated object of some US vendetta but is one of a series of targets of non-proliferation sanctions. We also see the contours of an emergent structure of principle, under which US actors are instructed to pursue non-proliferation objectives through a variety of multilateral avenues, including pursuit of collective sanctions. US actions in the Security Council, and particularly US support for imposition and continuation of economic sanctions against 'countries of proliferation concern', need to be understood in this light.
This section highlights some of the main provisions of US law for applying non-proliferation sanctions. Certain laws set general policy directions and describe conditions under which sanctions must or should be imposed against any violator. Most of these laws leave some measure of discretion to the President to determine whether the triggering conditions have occurred, and most of them also have specified exceptions (e.g., to facilitate coordination with foreign governments having primary jurisdiction over a foreign person) or waiver authority (so that, for example, the President could avoid imposing sanctions that would impair essential national . This sanction may be waived upon presidential determination that termination of assistance 'would be seriously prejudicial to the achievement of United States nonproliferation objectives or otherwise jeopardize the common defense and security', § 2429a-2(c). security interests). Apart from these general framework statutes, Congress has sometimes singled out a particular state or states for a special sanctions regime, either to send its own message or to press the President to take more vigorous actions. After identifying the main general statutes, we turn to those that have addressed specific countries, including Iraq.
An early law on non-proliferation policy, still in force, is the Nuclear NonProliferation Act of 1978. 33 One of the basic policies of this statute is that the 'United States shall seek to negotiate with other nations and groups of nations' to adopt general principles and procedures, including common international sanctions, to be followed in the event that a nation violates any material obligation with respect to the peaceful use of nuclear materials and equipment or nuclear technology, or in the event that any nation violates the principles of the [Non-Proliferation] Treaty, including the detonation by a non-nuclear-weapon state of a nuclear explosive device . . . .
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A more recent framework statute for non-proliferation sanctions was enacted in the Nuclear Proliferation Prevention Act of 1994. 35 This act contains the following statement of general policy (adopted in the context of the crisis over North Korean NPT compliance in spring 1994, which will be discussed below):
It is the sense of the Congress that the President should instruct the United States Permanent Representative to the United Nations to enhance the role of that institution in the enforcement of nonproliferation treaties through the passage of a United Nations Security Council resolution which would state that, any non-nuclear weapon state that is found by the United Nations Security Council, in consultation with the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), to have terminated, abrogated, or materially violated an IAEA full-scope safeguards agreement would be subjected to international economic sanctions, the scope of which to be determined by the United Nations Security Council.
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The 1994 act prohibits US foreign assistance to any non-nuclear-weapon state found to have terminated, abrogated, or materially violated an IAEA full-scope safeguard agreement or materially violated a bilateral US nuclear cooperation agreement. 37 It also requires the President to impose certain sanctions if the President determines that a person has materially and knowingly contributed through exports from the United States or any other country 'to the efforts by any individual, group, or non-nuclear-weapon state to acquire unsafeguarded special nuclear material or to 38 22 U.S.C. § § 6301(a), (c); 6303(d). Certain exceptions and waiver authority are specified (22 U.S.C. § § 6301(c)(2), (f ); 6303(g)).
39 22 U.S.C. § 6302 ('to oppose any use of the institution's funds to promote the acquisition of unsafeguarded special nuclear material or the development, stockpiling, or use of any nuclear explosive device by any non-nuclear-weapon state'). use, develop, produce, stockpile, or otherwise acquire any nuclear explosive device'.
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The statute further instructs Executive Branch officials to pursue non-proliferation policies within multilateral institutions, for example by using the 'voice and vote' of the United States in international financial institutions 39 and by negotiating to enhance the effectiveness of the International Atomic Energy Agency and its safeguards. 40 As regards chemical weapons, the Chemical Weapons Convention contemplates 'collective measures' as one technique for ensuring compliance.
41 US legislation treats chemical and biological weapons proliferation as a serious concern to which economic sanctions are an appropriate -indeed necessary -response. 42 US law calls for the imposition of sanctions against any foreign person who has materially contributed through exports from the United States or any other country 'to the efforts by any foreign country, project, or entity . . . to use, develop, produce, stockpile, or otherwise acquire chemical or biological weapons'. 43 One provision of this law makes it 'the policy of the United States to seek multilaterally coordinated efforts with other countries to control the proliferation of chemical and biological weapons', and in furtherance of that policy to 'pursue and give full support to multilateral sanctions pursuant to United Nations Security Council Resolution 620, which declared the intention of the Security Council to give immediate consideration to imposing "appropriate and effective" sanctions against any country which uses chemical weapons in violation of international law'. 44 In connection with ratification of the Chemical Weapons Convention, Congress enacted the Chemical Weapons Convention Implementation Act of 1998, which both establishes the domestic legal 45 Chemical Weapons Convention Implementation Act of 1998, 22 U.S.C. § § 6701-6762. The Implementation Act also requires sanctions against persons who breach confidentiality requirements in connection with inspections under the Convention. Ibid, § 5. The sanctions include denial of foreign assistance, opposition to multilateral development bank assistance, denial of credit or other financial assistance, prohibition of arms sales, denial of exports of national security-sensitive goods and technology, further export restrictions, import restrictions, and termination of landing rights of air carriers. These sanctions are supplementary to those provided in the Chemical and Biological Weapons Control and Warfare Elimination Act of 1991. On the dual containment policy of the Clinton Administration, see Sick, supra note 6. framework for US participation in the Convention and provides for specified sanctions. 45 General US policies against proliferation of weapons of mass destruction are further set out in executive orders issued by Presidents George Bush and William Clinton, the first of which came at the height of the Iraq-Kuwait crisis. 46 The currently operative order, promulgated by President Clinton in 1994 and amended in 1998 (still in effect), specifies inter alia that 'It is the policy of the United States to lead and seek multilaterally coordinated efforts with other countries to control the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction and the means of delivering such weapons.' 47 The executive order further enumerates sanctions to be imposed on any foreign country that has 'developed, produced, stockpiled, or otherwise acquired chemical or biological weapons in violation of international law '. 48 In addition to these laws and executive orders of general applicability, US laws also specifically identify Iraq and certain other countries as proliferation threats and require the imposition and maintenance of sanctions against those countries, preferably within a multilateral framework. The Iran-Iraq Arms Non-Proliferation Act of 1992 affirmed the policy of the United States to oppose transfer to either of the named countries of any goods or technology, 'wherever that transfer could materially contribute to either country's acquiring chemical, biological, nuclear or destabilizing numbers and types of advanced conventional weapons'. 49 This act likewise extended to Iran certain of the sanctions that had been imposed against Iraq in 1990, including denial of export licences and prohibitions on US government sales. 50 From the perspective of policy-makers rather than lawyers, the Iran-Iraq Act could be understood as a step in support of 'dual containment' of Iran and Iraq, so that Iran would be hampered in occupying the vacuum from Iraq's disabilities under the Security Council sanctions regime.
51 From a legal perspective, however, the Iran-Iraq Act represents a further action to ensure principled enforcement of non-proliferation norms against two worrisome countries. The same can be said of the extension of non-proliferation sanctions a few years later under the Iran and Libya Sanctions Act. 52 In other enactments, Congress has placed restrictions on the use of appropriated funds for foreign assistance to 'any country that is not in compliance with the United Nations Security Council sanctions against Iraq' 53 and has instructed that the President 'shall continue negotiations among the five permanent members of the United Nations Security Council and commit the United States to a multilateral arms transfer and control regime for the Middle East and Persian Gulf region', which would include controls on conventional weapons as well as weapons of mass destruction. 54 The last aspect of US non-proliferation policy of interest here is the Missile Technology Control Regime (MCTR). In contrast to the regimes on weapons of mass destruction, the MCTR is embodied in informal export control arrangements among more than 30 states, rather than in a formal international treaty. 55 The enforcement framework in the United States includes the Missile Technology Control Act of 1990 and export controls administered under the Arms Export Control Act and other statutory and regulatory authorities. 56 Sanctions against violators are an important part of US enforcement strategy.
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Non-proliferation Sanctions Practice in the Last Decade
The well-known expansion of UN sanctions practice over the last decade does not entail an abundance of non-proliferation sanctions. Of the dozen episodes discussed in the Cortwright and Lopez study, the Iraq case stands out as almost the only clear-cut non-proliferation case. But it is not the only relevant one. Not far in the background of the sanctions resolutions against Libya is a correlation between counter-terrorism and counter-proliferation concerns. Additionally, the Council proceeded part-way toward an imposition of sanctions against North Korea in 1994 and condemned the Indian and Pakistani nuclear tests in 1998; in these instances, the non-imposition of compulsory Security Council sanctions needs to be understood in light of the aspects of US law and practice that structured the response of the dominant Security Council member.
Libya. Three of the five permanent members of the Security Council were victims of the terrorist bombings of Pan Am Flight 103 and UTA Flight 772 in which hundreds of persons died. Solidarity among the Permanent Five produced the Council's first significant sanctions programme with a counter-terrorist objective, in the form of Resolutions 748 (31 March 1992) and 883 (11 November 1993). The menu of sanctions was carefully chosen in light of the nature of the accusations against Libya: all three of the pressure points in Resolution 748 -aircraft and airlines, arms and military matters, and diplomatic and consular posts -had an identifiable connection with state support for air terrorism. In addition, it is not difficult to discern, in the adoption of the arms embargo, a sentiment within the Council that Libya had militarized to a degree not warranted by its own security needs. Already as of the mid-1980s the United States had applied unilateral sanctions against Libya, with non-proliferation as well as counter-terrorist objectives. 58 These were strengthened with the Iran and Libya Sanctions Act of 1996. 59 Recent analysis has credited the UN sanctions for slowing Libya's chemical and biological weapons programmes. 60 North Korea. The non-proliferation crisis concerning the Democratic People's Republic of Korea erupted with North Korea's announcement in March 1993 of an intention to withdraw from the NPT on three months' notice, as permitted by the terms of the NPT. In the same period (1993) (1994) , the IAEA had encountered increasing problems with monitoring North Korea's compliance under its safeguards agreement, including denial of access to sites containing safeguarded material. The United States intensified bilateral and multilateral efforts to put pressure on North Korea to remain within the NPT system. These efforts included an initiative to apply Security Council sanctions if North Korea persisted with its refusal to permit IAEA inspection. 61 A complex mix of threatened sanctions, combined with initiatives for incentives, brought about a negotiated resolution in the Agreed Framework announced in October 1994. 62 Leverage through either unilateral or multilateral economic sanctions was limited, by virtue of North Korea's longstanding isolation and autarkic practices. While the North Korean crisis was in its most acute phase, the US Congress enacted the Nuclear Proliferation Prevention Act of 1994, which stands as a warning to other potential proliferators (who may be more susceptible to economic pressure than North Korea was) of the very real likelihood of a sanctions response to acts of proliferation concern.
India and Pakistan. When India and Pakistan exploded their respective nuclear devices in May 1998, the Security Council promptly condemned the tests through presidential statements and a resolution. 63 Although sanctions under Chapter VII of the UN Charter were not adopted, the Council did '[e]ncourag[e] all States to prevent the export of equipment, materials or technology that could in any way assist programmes in India or Pakistan for nuclear weapons or for ballistic missiles capable of delivering such weapons, and welcome[d] national policies adopted and declared in this respect'. 64 The foreign ministers of the Permanent Five issued a joint communiqué at Geneva on 4 June 1998, in which they 'confirmed their respective policies to prevent the export of equipment, materials or technology that could in any way assist' such programmes. A few days later, the foreign ministers of the G-8 countries (eight major industrialized democracies) underscored their opposition to the tests and took note of certain planned sanctions, including agreement to work for a postponement of loans from international financial institutions to India and Pakistan, except for basic human needs. 65 As required by US law, Pakistan had already come under unilateral US sanctions as of October 1990, when President George Bush was unable to make the certification under the so-called Pressler Amendment that Pakistan did not possess a nuclear device. 66 In response to the May 1998 tests, the United States did indeed apply new sanctions to India and incremental sanctions to Pakistan. 67 Later, Congress enacted waiver authority to allow an easing of these measures. 68 
Conclusions
At the beginning of the 1990s, hopes were high that the Security Council could become an efficient organ for protection of international security and enforcement of international law. Its record over the last decade is mixed, and just as vulnerable to criticism for missed opportunities as for actions that backfired. There is no greater challenge for the Council than to prove its willingness to apply serious power to enforce the norms of non-proliferation of weapons of mass destruction.
With respect to nuclear non-proliferation, the fact that the Permanent Members of the Security Council have been the same five states as the declared nuclear powers was the effective reality for some three decades. 69 The significance of that fact has shifted somewhat with the Indian and Pakistani tests of May 1998, but the decisions of those states to test nuclear weapons may have harmed rather than helped their quest for permanent membership on the Security Council. Other contenders for permanent membership (in particular Japan) have emphasized their pacific contributions to international security rather than their explosive capabilities. Whether the Council is expanded or not, the existing Permanent Five ought to remain active in discouraging horizontal proliferation of weapons of mass destruction.
Finally, we return to our initial questions: Are the Iraq sanctions a 'precedent' or the opposite? Has their perpetuation helped or harmed the non-proliferation regimes overall? The long-running measures against Iraq, when compared to shorter and less drastic measures against other proliferation threats, may seem excessive. But Iraq alone of those targets has violated international obligations from inside the relevant legal regimes. Arguably, those regimes are now stronger and more credible because the Council stayed the course on Iraq. The paucity of other sanctions episodes could be a sign that other potential proliferators have taken the message seriously.
Adjustment of the Iraq sanctions on humanitarian grounds could well be warranted and overdue. But any such adjustment should keep intact the determination of the Permanent Five to use the authority of Chapter VII to enforce non-proliferation norms.
